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Foreword
Dear Friends,
The third issue of our Doorway to Art magazine is live!
This is a very special issue as it marks half a year from the start of the project.
We have devoted the present issue mainly to featuring poets but have continued the
tendency to promote a variety of authors in terms of background and style.
I would like to say a big thank you to all contributors for the Mar-Apr 2018 Doorway
to Art magazine for sharing their thoughts, their expertise, their poems and artwork!
Thank you, John Guzlowski, Monica Vogel, Corinna German, Leila Tualla, Christina
Strigas, Joseph Pinto and Paul Petersen!
Since the first release of Doorway to Art we have kept an eye on new developments
related with authors from previous issues letting readers learn about their new books
and the present issue follows that trend.
Special thanks to Eden Sleepwalker for the graphic design of the Mar-Apr 2018 Doorway to Art!

Paul Petersen, Spherical Art, “Yin & Yang”

Dear readers,
WeArtFriends Poetry Tournament is now open and closes on 21st May
2018. To learn more about it, read our magazine to the last page or
visit we-art-friends.com/initiative/
If you would like to become part of our community, please stay in touch and follow our website www.we-art-friends.com or our Twitter account @WeArtFriends.
Join our mailing list to stay tuned at www.we-art-friends.com
Stay inspired and keep transforming your dreams into art!
Enjoy the read!

Galya Varna
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John Guzlowski

Giving Holocaust Victims
a Human Face
In much of his work, John Guzlowski remembers
and honors the experiences and ultimate strength
of the voiceless survivors of the Holocaust.
Interview with @GalyaVarna

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art,
“The Neighborhood”



Born in a refugee camp in Germany after World War II, Guzlowski came to America with
his family as a Displaced Person in 1951. His parents had
been Polish slave laborers in
Nazi Germany during the war.
In much of his work, Guzlowski
remembers and honors the experiences and ultimate strength
of these voiceless survivors.
Guzlowski received his B.A. in
English Literature from the University of Illinois, Chicago, and
his M.A. and Ph.D. in English

from Purdue University. He is
a Professor Emeritus of English
Literature at Eastern Illinois
University, and currently lives
in Lynchburg, Virginia.
Over a writing career that
spans more than 40 years,
John Guzlowski has amassed
a significant body of published
work in a wide range of genres: poetry, prose, literary criticism, reviews, fiction and nonfiction. His poems and stories
have appeared in many jour- ►
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When I write about my parents, it’s like
I’m revisiting them, coming home at last even
though they’ve been gone for decades.
nals and anthologies. He was
the featured poet in the 2007
edition of Spoon River Poetry
Review. Garrison Keillor read
Guzlowski’s poem “What My
Father Believed” on his program The Writers Almanac.
His previously published books
include “Language of Mules”
(DP Press), “Jezyk mulów i inne
wiersze” (Biblioteka Śląska),
“Lightning and Ashes” (Steel
Toe Books), “Third Winter of
War: Buchenwald” (Finishing
Line Press), “Suitcase Charlie” (Ravenswood), “Echoes of
Tattered Tongues” (Aquila Polonica), and Little Schoolboys
(Ravenswood). “Echoes of Tattered Tongues”, his recent memoir in poetry and prose, won the
2017 Ben Franklin Award for
Poetry and the Eric Hoffer/Montaigne Award for most thoughtprovoking work of 2017.
Winner of the Illinois Arts Council’s $7,500 Award for Poetry,
Guzlowski has also been shortlisted for the Bakeless Award

and nominated for the Pulitzer
Prize twice and the Pushcart
Prizes five times. He has been
honored by the Georgia State
Commission on the Holocaust
and the Central Virginia Holocaust Educators for his work on
telling the story of slave laborers in Nazi Germany.
John, I have read quite a
few of your poems and was
humbled by your simple and
yet deeply powerful manner
of telling stories related with
the Holocaust. Some years
ago I read a piece of research
about the epigenetic transmission of Holocaust trauma and to my astonishment
learned that children of survivors would have Holocaust
related nightmares, inheriting a kind of biological memory so to say. How do readers react to your poetry?
I’ve read about the transmission of trauma and believe it’s
possible. I grew up with a lot

►

of kids who had parents who
were in the camps. The parents
seemed troubled by their experiences and the kids did too.
I know that my parents’ experiences have had a deep effect on
me. I remember when I was a
kid listening to my dad tell stories
about the horrors he had seen.
One of my first poems about my
parents builds on those memories. In the poem I talk about
women having their breasts
cut off by German soldiers with
bayonets. I remember my dad
telling me this story when I was
like 5 years old. My dad couldn’t
control himself. He was always
telling such stories.
A lot of the poems and prose
I’ve written use his stories and
use my mom’s stories.
What’s odd for me is that I don’t

see these stories as traumatic.
I see them as directly related
to my relationship with my parents. These stories connect us,
bind us together as family.
When I write about my parents,
it’s like I’m revisiting them, coming home at last even though
they’ve been gone for decades.
How do people react to my poetry about my parents?
I do a lot of readings in all kinds
of schools, embassies, churches, temples, libraries, university, and the response is positive.
People appreciate the poems I
read and the stories I tell about
my parents. It transforms all of
those numbers (50 million people died in World War II, 6 million Jews, 3 million Poles, etc.)
and gives them a human face.
You can let a number like 50 mil-

►
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lion just fly over your head, but
when you hear a poem about
a new baby in a concentration
camp being smashed against a
wall, the number — I believe
— becomes real.
► The

stories your books tell
are from very dark times and
they keep alive the memory
of people who had no voice.
Please share with our readers how a poem of yours is
born. Does it come with an
image, a story, a specific recollection?
Generally the stories come from
memories my parents shared.
One day I was walking across
a university campus toward a
dining hall, and I remembered
that my dad weighed 70 pounds
when he was liberated at the
end of the war, and I remembered how he told me he was
beaten repeatedly for asking for
food, and I also remembered
how he told me he would eat
bark and newspaper because
he was hungry.
That memory inspired a series of poems in my Echoes of
Tattered Tongues book called
“Hunger in the Labor Camps.”
12
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Usually that’s how it works.
I remember my dad telling me
something and I follow the
memory to a poem.
► Your newest book - “Echoes

of Tattered Tongues” won the
2017 Ben Franklin Award for
Poetry and the Eric Hoffer/
Montaigne Award for most
thought-provoking work of
2017. Tell us a little about
the book, please. How did it
feel your work to be so highly recognized? You are also
winner of the Illinois Arts
Council’s $7,500 Award for
Poetry. What in your opinion
is the best thing about such
awards?
I’ve been writing poems about
my parents since 1979, but
Echoes of Tattered Tongues is
the first book that tries to combine my poems about my parents with prose memory pieces
about them and their lives and
the life of our family.
I feel that what the prose pieces do is create a narrative that
connects the poems so that the
lives of my parents and what
happened to them more clearly
forms a poem.

The recognition? I like it of
course, but the money is not really that important. What’s important is that awards like the
Ben Franklin Award and the Eric
Hoffer/Montaigne Award encourage people to read about
my parents and the other people who suffered in the war.
That’s what I want. I want people to realize the grief and trau-

“

and ask me for poems. This is
great. One of the things that I
hate about writing is that writing leads to the desire to publish
and that desire often becomes
so consuming that you spend
50% of your writing time trying
to find a journal or an anthology
that will accept your work.
I would rather be writing than
seeking a journal to publish a

The recognition? I like it of course, but the money
is not really that important. What’s important is
that awards like the Ben Franklin Award and the
Eric Hoffer/Montaigne Award encourage people to
read about my parents and the other people who
suffered in the war.

ma of war, and how war has no poem I’ve written.
beginning and no end, but still But I still find myself looking
we have to try to stop it.
for journals to send poems and
prose pieces to. I comb through
► Your work has also been online sites like New Pages or
published in many antholo- CRWROPPS. These are first rate
gies. How do you choose sites, and when people ask me
where to submit your po- where to send poems I always
ems?
recommend them.
One of the great things about Recently, I’ve also been findbeing around as a writer for ing that social media is a good
so long is that it’s easier to get source for info about places to
published. People contact me send poems and prose pieces. ►
13
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I do a lot on Twitter and Facebook. You meet other writers
and artists and those connections lead to opportunities. Just
a couple of weeks ago I gave a
reading in Edmonton, Canada.
I was invited to read because of
a contact I made on Twitter.
John, tell us please what
are you working on at the
moment.
I’ve just signed a contract for a
new book of poems called True
Confessions. It’s a book of poems about my life from about
1965 to the present. For years
I only wrote poems about my
parents. People would say
‘when are you going to write
about yourself?’ I guess the
time has come.
I’m also working on a couple
more poetry projects. Martin
►

►

You can find John Guzlowski on:
His blog
Twitter @johnguzlowski
Facebook

►

Buy John’s books on:
Amazon

14
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Stepek, a Scottish poet, and I
have for years been writing poems to each other and responding to those poems with more
poems. We’ve put together one
book of poems called Waiting
for Guzlowski and now we’re
doing a second called Waiting
for Stepek.
Finally, I’ve been writing zen
poems about a real Japanese
monk, a fellow named Ikkyu.
I’m working on putting these
together in some kind of book
form. Finally finally, I’m doing
the final edit for a novel about a
German soldier on the Eastern
Front and the woman he loves
and left behind in Berlin. The
book is somewhat based on
what happened to the women
in my mom’s family at the start
of the war. I hope it comes out
this September.
What else?
Lots else.
My one writing tip is always
be writing. One of the consequences of always writing is
that you always have projects
to work on.
Thank you very much, John,
for this interview!

Poems by

John Guzlowski

My Mother Was 19
Soldiers from nowhere
came to my mother’s farm
killed her sister’s baby
with their heels
shot my grandma too
One time in the neck
then for kicks in the face
lots of times
They saw my mother
they didn’t care
she was a virgin
dressed in a blue dress
with tiny white flowers

Let me tell you:
God doesn’t give
you any favors
He doesn’t say
now you’ve seen
this bad thing
but tomorrow
you’ll see this good thing
and when you see it
you’ll be smiling
That’s bullshit

Raped her
so she couldn’t stand up
couldn’t lie down
couldn’t talk
They broke her teeth
when they shoved
the dress in her mouth
If they had a camera
they would’ve taken her picture
and sent it to her
That’s the kind they were
15
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Grief

The Beets

My mother cried for a week, first in the boxcars
then in the camps. Her friends said, “Tekla,
don’t cry, the Germans will shoot you
and leave you in the field,” but she couldn’t stop.

My mother tells me of the beets she dug up
In Germany. They were endless, redder
Than roses gone bad in an early frost,
Redder than a grown man’s kidney or heart.

Even when she had no more tears, she cried,
cried the way a dog will gulp for air
when it’s choking on a stick or some bone
it’s dug up in a garden and swallowed.

The first beet she remembers,
She was alone in the field, alone
Without her father or mother near,
No sister even. They were all dead,
Left behind in Lwow. The ground was wet
And cold, but not soft, never soft.

The woman in charge gave her a cold look
and knocked her down with her fist like a man,
and then told her if she didn’t stop crying
she would call the guard to stop her crying.
But my mother couldn’t stop. The howling
was something loose in her nothing could stop.

She ate the raw beet, even though
She knew they would beat her.
She says, sometimes she pretended
She was deaf, stupid, crippled,
Or diseased with typhus or cholera,
Even with what the children called
The French disease, anything to avoid
The slap, the whip across her back
The leather fist in her face above her eye.
If she could’ve given them her breasts
To suck, her womb to penetrate
She would have, just so they would not
Hurt her the way they hurt her sister
And her mother and the baby.
She wonders what was her reward
For living in such a world?
It was not love or money..
She wonders if God will remember
Her labors. She wonders if there is a God.

16
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What the War Taught Her
My mother learned that sex is bad,
Men are worthless, it is always cold
And there is never enough to eat.
She learned that if you are stupid
With your hands you will not survive
The winter even if you survive the fall.
She learned that only the young survive
The camps. The old are left in piles
Like worthless paper, and babies
Are scarce like chickens and bread.
She learned that the world is a broken place
Where no birds sing, and even angels
Cannot bear the sorrows God gives them.
She learned that you don’t pray
Your enemies will not torment you.
You only pray that they will not kill you.

A Life Story
The baby was born
in a concentration camp
in 1944. She was one pound
eight ounces. She was
a leaf of grass. She was lovely.
She was born dreaming
her mother’s dream
of flying like a robin
18

through the sky and eating
everything that was pure
and good and golden.

Poems from John’s new book True Confessions

My Wife Linda Moves
across My Body

A Birch Tree Dying
in Illinois

There’s something
casual about it, a hand
passing across a face,
a moment waiting
patiently for
another

If this were New Hampshire
and I were Robert Frost
this death would go unnoticed.

nothing we
could say or write
would capture
what this movement
means to us
we listen to our bodies
and we don’t know
what they say
or what they feel
there’s just this slow
movement of one
closeness across
another

I’d measure a wall
and worry about the mail,
my wife Linda would kneel
at her planting still
placing the seed we
will harvest later
as peas or zucchini,
my daughter would circle
a pine tree, draw up before it
and measure herself and it.
But this is Illinois
and on the lawn the birch tree
is dying. Its gray
bark reddens, deepens
toward death. The dry buds
powder between my fingers,
and a living birch is
as scarce as glory.

And then the women guards
smashed her into the wall
and wrapped her in newspaper
and threw her in the garbage
with the others.
19
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I Listen to
My Father Dying
He groans again
and it sounds
almost like the laugh
of a man in pain
a monotone,
one quick exhaled “ha”
followed by another,
the clear sound of fear
deep in his throat
and maybe deeper
He’s dreaming
of someone
coming after him
who will not stop
until he drags him down
and kills him
I try to wake him
with a hand on his cheek
but he won’t wake.

ISSUE 2

Sept. 18, 2001
I want to come home
And turn on the evening news
And not see bin Laden
His terrible lightning
Piercing the sky
And showering clouds
Of metal down on the streets.
I want to say to my wife Linda,
Do you think it will rain
Tomorrow? If it doesn’t rain
Maybe we can plant
Those red mums in the garden
To replace the verbenas
That have been struggling
All summer with the heat
The sun drying them
To brown slivers of growth
With nothing red or green about them
And I want her to say,
If it rains let’s go to the bookstore
And have a cup of Starbucks
And read some travel books
And talk about where we’ll go
When Lillian comes home

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art, “Bump Out RV”

For Christmas break

20
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Galya Varna’s “Dreams You Thought Were Lost”
Was Such a Refreshing Rerspective
A dragonfly reminds the poet of the
“magic...mankind once had.” And
from this opening poem to the final
word, the poet reminds the reader of
this bygone wonder by framing the
world in an altogether different light
through a series of symbolic poems
that bring a fresh, gentle, and magical perspective.

Book cover @EdenSleepwalker

Being an Indie Poetry Author, I read
and review many poetry books, which
is to say that it is unusual for me to
read something that surprises. This
book not only surprised me, but compelled me to stop what I was doing
and find a quiet cosy spot in order to
give it my full attention. As a writer
and reader who thinks broadIy and
is prone to delve into the meaning
beneath the meaning, I particularly
enjoyed this book for its proclivity to
provoke my deeper consideration.
In one of my favourite poems, Tree of
Life, the poet asks how we can hope
to connect “heaven...and the underworld” if our roots “grow in pots”?
In other poems, the dark is personified as the “mother of all fears”, the
“birds leave their twigs” to greet
the wind who returns every evening
with stories to tell. In another, “the

22

absence of water in the old well” is
used as an analogy to gauge the
“level of living”.
In Section 5, the sunset is late, and
the poet asks us to imagine the “sun
falling in love” or “feeling down in
the dumps”. An intriguing and highly
imaginative question indeed, don’t
you think?
The truth is that I could keep going,
continue to remark on every poem,
because each one is magical, and
each one offers a unique perspective. Sufficed to say, the kindle version of this book will not be enough
for me—I will need a print copy to
add to my collection of most treasured poetry books.
In the book’s introduction, Ms Varna
confesses her ambivalence about
Publishing a collection, due to a lack
of courage, and I would like to reassure her that I have enjoyed this
book immensely and look forward to
future collections.
Reviewer:
Poet Bianca Bowers @BB_Writes
Buy Galya Varna’s book on
Amazon
23
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Monica Vogel

Letting Poems Come
and Go
Monica Vogel is a 16-year-old author with a
published research paper and recent independently
published poetry book. She also has a blog,
Intellectual Oddball, where she posts poems and
short stories.
Interview with @GalyaVarna

Monica, I was really impressed when I learned that
you independently published
your first poetry book (“Oneway Glass”) at the age of 16.
Was the whole process easy
or difficult? I am curious to
learn more about it.
I actually found the process
fairly easy. I am a quick writer,
so the poems didn’t take too
►
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long to find inspiration for and
KDP does a pretty good job
with making the independent
publication process relatively
simple. It took some time to
get acquainted with, but overall it was great.
Did you design your book
cover yourself?
Yes. I used Unsplash.com,
►

My poems often
surprise me. I
might be in the
middle of math
class learning
about conic
sections and
suddenly I have
the burning
desire to
scribble a poem
across my note
page, or I might
be about to fall
asleep when
inspiration hits
me.

which was actually recom-

mended to me on Twitter
when I asked where I could
find pictures for poem inspiration, to find the picture on the
front cover and then contacted
the author. I used an app to
get the general idea designed.
Then I made it usable to KDP
(which was actually the hardest part of the process - they
did well for the most part, but
the cover upload is difficult).
► How

do you promote your

book?
Unfortunately, as a high school
student nearing college, I
don’t really have many opportunities to promote my book.
Tell us more about your
creative process, please. How
are you poems and short stories born?
My poems often surprise me. I
might be in the middle of math
class learning about conic sections and suddenly I have the
burning desire to scribble a
poem across my note page, or
I might be about to fall asleep
when inspiration hits me. I
generally let the poems come
and go as they please as op- ►
►
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posed to forcing myself to
write. Sometimes I’ll be able
to write ten or twelve poems
in half an hour, and other
times I won’t have inspiration
for days. In the end, I always
let the inspiration come to me
in its own time and drive my
words onto the paper at its
own speed.
Besides going to school
and writing poetry, you also
write your blog on which, as
you say, you post free verse
poetry on Mondays, haikus
on Tuesdays, short stories
(broken into parts) on Sundays, and personal/random
blog posts or book reviews
on Thursdays. Your routine
►

►

You can contact Monica Vogel on:
Her blog
Twitter @OverlyOdd

►
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You can buy Monica’s book on
Amazon
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seems to be very well-structured. What part/parts of it
do you enjoy most?
I wanted to create a blog for
a while, so when I finally did,
settling on poetry was an interesting adventure for me. I
have not been posting recently, as I am currently working
on a novel-length story, but
when I continue again free
verse is generally my favorite.
When I get a good spark of
inspiration for a short story,
those are a lot of fun to write
as well.
What are you writing at
the moment?
As I said before, I’m currently working on a horror/crime
story. It’s around 45k words at
this point. Because of school,
I haven’t had a lot of time to
work on it recently, but I’m
really enjoying writing it and
hope to share it eventually
after it’s finished.
►

► Thank

you, Monica for answering our questions!
Thank you so much for this
great opportunity!

Poems by

Monica Vogel

Glass
I am not the author
of your story.
I do not wield the pen
that splatters your sorrow’s dark ink
across the pages of time.
I cannot read the secret language
that writes of pain and suffering
upon your cursed tale.
Humanity is the ignorant child
scribbling violent nonsense
across your torn pages,
coloring over the once-defined words
with meaningless, indecipherable doodles.
I write with a fine point:
the quill which I use to author my own story
with elegance.
Humanity’s scribbles scream across a page
devoid of coherent sound.
Its ugly colors of hatred and idiocy
lose meaning amidst words painted black and white.
The refined calligraphy dances to rhythmic beauty
with careful precision-millions of shades caught by one-way glass,
reflecting power and victory,
refusing ignorance and blindness.
God does not see through.
27
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Darkness

Insanity

Darkness
The absence of light
A hole of unknown
Eating your soul slowly
Slitting your throat at the speed of light
Drinking your colorless blood with bread
Savoring the irresistible taste
Clicking its tongue to the tune of death

Insanity has a smell.
It rhymes with wide eyes,
complements fear,
and emits from all of us.

Night
Night falls upon my face,
shading the creases with a dull pencil
and coloring in my eyes with dark ink.
It denies light
and challenges the sun with a body
of steel.
The world bows in submission,
reflecting off its bulging muscles
as it redraws the world
with graphite.

Waterfall
The world is a waterfall
running into oblivion.
The water that has not yet fallen
flows quickly toward death,
denying the cliff ahead,
leaping off with ignorant glee.
But the waterfall never ends.
The river before is short and lively
but the cliff runs down
for all eternity.
28

Insanity has a sound.
It sifts through the air with a soft humming
and sings a song we all know the lyrics to.
Insanity has a taste.
It singes tongues with acid,
burns off taste buds,
melts feelings to tar.
It’s a meal we’ve all tasted.
Insanity has a texture.
It’s coarse to the touch,
sharper than a knife,
and deadly.
It’s something we’ve all felt before.
Insanity has a look.
We see it in everything
and everyone.
It walks with deadly swagger
and stares us in the eyes with black holes.
It’s a look we’ve all seen in the mirror.

29
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HALLS OF THE DEAD
Where the crickets chirp and the sun doth shine,
And the birds release to the air their whine,
The underside awaits in all its great dread,
For all is silent in the halls of the dead.
Where memories rise and fall with great breath,
And never wreak of that sunken death,
The opposing hell waits with its climax at head,
For all is forgotten in the halls of the dead.
Behold the stairways which stand in the darkness,
Their empty sockets pure evilness.
Behold the rooms where all do in,
For these are the rooms of ruin.
Where the spiders spin their spindly thread,
Where great circuits fall quiet and cease to tread,
Where the underside awaits with all its great dread,
These are the great stone halls of the dead.

30

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art, “Excavation”
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“Phoenix Rising”
Long Awaited Mike Wells Lust, Money & Murder Book 12,
Released on 27th April 2018

In Lust, Money & Murder Book
12, “Phoenix Rising,” Elaine
Brogan’s undercover operation to
arrest Spyro Leandrou goes from
bad to worse. Nick’s attempt to
extract Dmitry from the Santorini
Island jail has not gone as
planned, and the two end up
stranded on a small boat in the
Aegean Sea, along with Costa,
Spyro’s right-hand man. Back
on Santorini, Kathy Brogan finds
herself in serious trouble with
her husband, who is becoming

32

suspicious about his
string of “bad luck.”
Meanwhile, Luna
is chasing down
the elusive Lonnie
Hendrix, the only person left on
earth who can testify that Spyro
killed Elaine’s father. Can Elaine
pull it all together before Spyro
figures out who she really is?
Find “Phoenix Rising” on
Amazon

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art, “Guilt Prison”
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L. M. Nelson’s Book
Sand & Sutures Voted
2017 Texas Authors Medical
Fiction Book of the Year
“I LOVED THIS BOOK. Let me tell
you why.
The story revolves around the life of
Dr. Randal Hanson, his family and
extended family as well as a wide,
delightfully diverse group of close
friends that are largely in the medical
profession. I quickly understood
that these close friendships arose
from the grueling and intense
experiences of surviving medical
school, creating a bond that could
never be broken or forgotten. They
all became lifelong friends.
Sand & Sutures has a very pleasing
quick and efficient pace, covering
about 3 years or so of the joy
and happiness, anger and fear,
the celebrations and some of the
lower points that occur in all of
the characters lives, much like the
peaks and valleys that occur in own
lives. I never had the sense that
any portion of Sand & Sutures was
over described or went on too long
about any particular thing nor did
I feel that I was missing anything
regarding any element of the book.
34

The timing and pace was PERFECT.
I wonder if this might be due to the
author’s editing abilities and if this
is true, author L.M. Nelson is a true
GENIUS in that department.
In Sand & Sutures, the characters
are incredibly well developed,
each one as interesting as the
next. When reading a book that
has many characters, I have often
had the problematic experience of
not being able to connect to each
one, forgetting their name and
relationship to the story, ruining
that delightful flow of seamlessly
reading by having to stop and
think, who is this person and what
are they doing here? This is most
definitely not a problem in Sand &
Sutures. Each character has a clearly
defined personality and role in the
story. Author L.M. Nelson writes
dialogue, both internal and verbal,
with the precision of a surgeon, no
pun intended.
Now, while we are on the subject of
characters, OH, THE CHARACTERS! I

quickly became emotionally involved
and invested in each character.
I find this to be a great asset to
a story and an impressive skill on
the part of the author. My feelings
regarding these characters are as
such: I always want to be able to
pick up a Scrubs book, check in and
see what’s happening in their ever
evolving lives. Are they well? How
are the kids? They must be growing
up fast, can’t wait to see them in
the next book. I want to send Randy
Hanson a nice coffee basket for
Christmas; I know he would love it.
I wonder if so and so ever got over
that difficulty they were having. I
also realized that these characters
are universal in appeal. “Scrubs” is
a book series that will be enjoyed
by men and women alike, the young
and old, people from all walks of
life. A magnificently written, read at
your own pace because the pace in
the book will always be consistent
with unforgettable characters and
compelling, ever changing story
lines. [It] would make a great gift
because of the book’s universal
appeal and exceptionally good
writing.
There are two other very prominent
characters in Sand & Sutures
and I suspect in all of the books
in the Scrubs series that have no

dialogue. The first quiet but ever
present character is the city of
Seattle, Washington. You can feel
the green, picture the fog, sunshine
and rain. The features and terrain
of Seattle have been lovingly and
subtly written in as the characters
walk through their days. It now
comes as no surprise to learn that
the author spent a great deal of
time in Seattle and I have a feeling
she loved it because it feels loved in
the reading. The second character
is the medical profession. All of the
details of what happens in a hospital
setting, in neurosurgery, in the field
of an OB GYN is so good, so spot
on, completely relatable and not too
technical. At no point in this book
does the backdrop character of the
medical profession feel “researched”
or foreign. Nor is it ever overdone or
under done, purely well done. The
medical environment in which the
book takes place felt so natural.
[L.M. Nelson’s] style is precise but
not sharp, her characters are warm
and inviting but not sticky and
gooey and she is a master when it
comes to dialogue and pace in her
writing, a perfect trifecta!” -Opus
Book Review
Buy L. M. Nelson’s books on
Amazon
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Corinna German

A Woman Can
Corinna German writes creative non-fiction and
poetry with the Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness of
Wyoming and Montana over her shoulder. When
she’s not adventuring the backcountry, you can
find her in Laurel, Montana with her husband and
four boys.
Interview with @GalyaVarna

Paul Petersen, Spherical Art, “Matterhorn”

Her work has appeared in
the anthologies Blood, Water, Wind, and Stone: An Anthology of Wyoming Writers
(Sastrugi Press) and Manifest West: Women of the
West (Western Press Books),
and in literary journals such
as NatureWriting Magazine,
Haiku Journal, A Quiet Courage: Journal of Micro-fiction

and Poetry, and forthcoming
in High Plains Register and
Oakwood.
► I met Corinna German on

Twitter and love her poems. Corinna, please, tell
us what you do (like doing) when you don’t write
poetry?
I spend every chance I get in

►
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In a stressed out world, wild areas and solitude
are antidotes to an overwhelmed society.

the outdoors. This includes
camping, hunting, hiking,
looking for shed antlers,
and rock & mineral collecting. Montana and Wyoming
boast thousands of acres
of wilderness and public
lands. When I’m not in the
backcountry, I’m thinking
about it! I also love spending time with my husband
and our four boys, along
with our horses. Teaching
my sons about nature, conservation, and the preservation of our public lands
is important to me. In a
stressed out world, wild areas and solitude are antidotes to an overwhelmed
society. In a completely
opposite twist, I also enjoy
computer programming and
am currently learning Ruby
and JavaScript. I’m also the
Webmaster for The Friends
of Bear Paw, Big Hole, and
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Canyon Creek Battlefields a non-profit organization.
Your poetry offers a
fresh view on the individual, the surrounding
environment and nature
coexisting in equilibrium.
Could you tell us what activates the creative process for you?
Most of my poetry is rooted
deeply in the places I enjoy,
in Montana and Wyoming
National Forests and near
Yellowstone National Park
- so any time I get in the
mountains and backcountry
inspires lots of poetry and
creative writing. Changing seasons and weather
patterns invoke creativity.
I’m known to begin writing immediately after seeing spring’s first bluebirds,
finding fossils, and watching
cloud formations. Also, I’m
►

a geology nerd, so you will
see a lot of geology references in my writing. Western
historical figures and places
also inspire me to write.
Do you plan to publish
a collection with your poems?
Yes! I’m currently working on
a manuscript tentatively titled, “Buried West”. This collection concentrates on what
is buried in the expanses of
the west, from settlers on
the Oregon Trail, to Indian
artifacts, endangered plants,
gold treasures, skeletons, and
sixty-million year old fossils.
I’m a history buff, so I hope
to entwine historical events
and people with the wilderness of the west to create
some thought and dialogue
about how we are all related
in this great expanse of time
►

“

and how we make our mark
on this earth.
Your poem “A Woman
Can” is featured in the anthology “Manifest West:
Women of the West”.
Please tell our readers
about the anthology and
your participation in it.
Manifest West: Women of
the West is the sixth volume in a series of anthologies published by Western
Press Books out of Gunnison, Colorado (this is where
I was born, ironically). This
anthology focuses on the diversity of western women.
Twenty-five writers and poets
present their perspectives.
My poem “A Woman Can” is
about my adventures in the
outdoors, from the time I
was a girl accompanying my
father in the woods, up un- ►
►

Most of my poetry is rooted deeply in the places
I enjoy, in Montana and Wyoming National
Forests and near Yellowstone National Park
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til today. It also touches on
some of the attitudes that
women face, such as criticism and doubt from men.
We are often told we can’t
do something, or that we
shouldn’t, for no other reason than we are women. My
poem says, “Yes, we can and follow me, that is, if you
can keep up!” I have my dad
to thank for helping to shape
my love for the outdoors, as
he allowed me to hunt with
him and be his pard when I
was a kid.
► Are

you working on any
creative projects at the
moment?
Besides my “Buried West”
poetry collection I mentioned earlier, I’m also working on a creative nonfiction
piece that celebrates a special area in Montana near
the Yellowstone River. Many
efforts throughout the years
to dam the Yellowstone
River failed, so instead of
leaving this area underwater, it is home to many diverse plant and animal spe-

►
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cies along with breathtaking
views. I have the privilege
of camping and hunting elk
there today, thanks to those
failed dam efforts.
I’ve also been working with
a best-selling author as a
Wyoming consultant/expert
for her newest book set in
Wyoming. I’ve helped to
oversee Wyoming’s authenticity in the project. A piece
of my writing is featured in
the book as well, so stay
tuned - I will provide more
details once the book’s 2019
release is announced!
Also, I enjoy submitting my
writing to contests and literary journals.
Thank you, Corinna!

►

Poems by

Corinna German

Wyoming Dreamin’

Pray, Montana

Follow the scent of Wyoming
to the south –
crushed sage
columbine

A town called
Pray
inspires me to
pray

ancient cedar

when I look up
at high
mountain passes
Clouds
swirl at the top
Pray
to linger,
hang my hammock,
and watch
eagles riding
invisible
waves

Learn
Secrets of dried creek beds and
wild horses
in the high desert
Climb to turkey vulture’s castle
watch them ride thermals
inhale the subtle, sweet scent of
Indian Paintbrush
Mid-summer sensory memory

You can find Corinna at:
Twitter: @corinnawriter
Goodreads
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Eocene

October Caddis

Has the sky changed that much in fifty million years?
stars explode
showering molten tears to earth
Humanity, quiet
buried in a cosmic womb
supermoons, heavy ascents
aurora borealis reflecting in pockets
of tourmaline
Earth waits

I stand next to
the very spot that the Gibbon
converges with the Firehole
and births the Madison
I ask the brown trout,
partially hidden behind mossy rocks
“Have you seen him?”
Its golden eye stares at me
through cold, rippling water

Hunting Season

“I saw him dancing with the river current
reach casting
while Steller’s jay swoops
above Muskrat’s watery highway where Black Bear cub sways in the white bark pine
below Purple Mountain’s peak”, he replied

Dim light shines on antlers
catching the well-trained eye
Instead of glassing, I’m watching you
and Heart Mountain –
Wyoming emerging to the south
in soft purple luminescence
Three miles in
the Sweetwater Drainage expecting elk, but
instead, a Wyoming horned lizard
jumps, turning us into kids again
Rifles set aside, we pounce and
giggle at his round belly, spikes,
and pouty face
We leave him on warm sandstone
and continue – our steps lighter than before
42

Blueprint of a fisherman’s heart
I forge on
over rotting logs
through muddy draws and valleys of sage
past bare stands of aspen
looking for a scrap of red
The color of shirt he wore, they say
Was he overcome with delusion?
The call of the nighthawk in the dark
an invitation to heaven ►
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Howling wolves at dusk
spirit guides
Falling timber crashing to the ground
the hoof beats of death’s horse
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Three Haikus
Cumulus clouds stalk
Lupine’s sun soaking petals
Summer memory

Hypothermia could do that, they say
Topping the hill, I pause to look at the river below and the
cloud-capped mountain peaks beyond
Winter’s rolling in
hibernation, dormancy, and death
October Caddis’s life cycle, soon complete

White bark pine cone feast
Clark’s Nutcracker caching seeds
Cornerstone species
On cliffs, bighorn sheep
twirl and jump to rocky beams
Mountain gymnastics

Grizzy Tracks
We walk where grizzlies roam
because we are afraid of missing
the wild phlox,
elk, slipping into the timber,
an antelope’s mad dash,
wolf tracks on the trail, and
luminescent hoodoos at dusk
Warily, we watch the trail
Hillsides
Dark timber stands remembering stories of mock charges
Real charges
Bloody faces
We are more afraid of the charge that we did not live
44

A Day With My Sons
Follow me down Devil’s Slide
Yellowstone River Valley’s geologic playground
Sit between rocky vertebrate sides
Don’t be afraid –
let the glassy quartzite reflect stars
and rub magic on us, on the way down
We’ll climb to higher altitude
to watch Montana-shaped clouds
cast shadows on emerald valleys near Cinnabar –
Yellowstone boundary ghost town
We are old-time tourists on a western adventure
Stagecoach groans
Geyser Bob’s chuckle, lost in the wind
45
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Read David Wesley Anderson’s Book “Apology”
Twice

David Wesley surprised me with
a copy of his book last summer;
I have read this book twice now
and just now getting ready to
post my review. Why did I read
it twice? Because it was that
good! I enjoy David Wesley writing style of poetry! The way he
plays his words to paint some
46

of the most beautiful scenes is
amazing to me. For example: in
the pursuit of love we lose our
selves/ and that is the price we
pay every time – David Wesley’s
combination of words is remarkably true. I guess that is what
makes Apology such a good
book. I find myself rereading my
favorites quite often especially
when I find doubt. I just want
to add one more thing about
David Wesley; with me being
a poet myself, David Wesley is
one that I go to when I feel like
I am in a rut in my own writing;
he inspires me to reach deeper
within.

Review by @J_Ann_Poetry

You can buy David’s books on
Amazon

Paul Petersen, Spherical Art, “Cliff’s Edge”
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“Digging Holes To Another Continent”
by Isabelle Kenyon

Published by Clare
Songbirds Publishing House,
New York, “Digging Holes To
Another Continent” is Isabelle
Kenyon’s second chapbook. The
poetry explores New Zealand
landscapes and family ties.
Echoing Shakespeare’s comedies,
this journey to the other side
of the world starts with a death
and ends in a marriage. Hope,
joy and slight mania - this is a
48
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happily dysfunctional family, on
their first Christmas abroad.
If ‘Digging Holes To Another
Continent ‘ were to be a drink it
would be
Drink: ‘Jungle Fever’
Malibu (fruity and tropical)
Coconut milk (cleansing, pure)
A starfruit garnish (think thick
jungles and exotic new tastes
and topics)
Lemon juice (bittersweet
aftertaste)
I chose this drink because the
book is entirely based on my time
in New Zealand - exotic greenery,
coastal beaches and fresh
flavours. It was a time to cleanse
the pallet so to speak, after the
funeral of my Grandma, and so
the exciting new experiences
were often bittersweet.
The book is called “Digging
Holes To Another Continent”
and is available from Clare
Songbirds Publishing House
online for pre order!

►

Bio
Isabelle Kenyon is the author of poetry anthology,
This is not a Spectacle and micro chapbook, The
Trees Whispered, published by Origami Poetry
Press. She is also the editor of MIND Poetry
Anthology ‘Please Hear What I’m Not Saying’
and her latest release, Digging Holes To Another
Continent, will be published by Clare Songbirds
Publishing House this May.
She performs at spoken word events such as 1000
Monkeys, in Guildford, and has opened Coventry
Cathedral’s Plum Line Festival.
She is set to open the New Mills Arts Festival later
this year.
Her poems have been published in literary
magazines such as Scrittura, Eskimo Pie, Anti
Heroin Chic, Literary Yard,
Bewildering Stories and The
Pangolin Review. Anthologies
and Competition credits: The
Inkyneedles anthology, the
Great British Write Off, the
Wirral festival of Music, Speech
and Drama, Poetry Rivals, and
the Festival of Firsts.
Website:
www.flyonthewallpoetry.co.uk
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Leila Tualla

Can’t Imagine Life
without Writing
Leila Tualla is a Filipino-American memoirist, poet,
and Christian author. Leila’s books include a YA
Christian contemporary romance called, Love, Defined and a memoir/poetry collection called Storm
of Hope: God, Preeclampsia, Depression and me.
Interview with @GalyaVarna

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art, “Ganesh”
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Her poetry is featured in two
mental health anthologies,
We are Not Alone: stories
of mental health awareness
and Please hear what I’m not
saying. Leila is a contributing
blogger for Daughters of the
Deep, a faith based ministry
and Echoes of the Struggle,
a blog that aims to discuss
political, racial, and personal

views from today’s changing
and volatile climate.
She is currently working on
a poetry collection based on
Asian American stereotypes,
titled the Token Asian writes.
Leila lives in Houston, Texas with her first generation
Mexican American husband
and two miracle “Mexipino”
►
babies.
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► Besides being a mom and a

writer, you also write a blog
which last month became 1
year old. How do you make
time for all your tasks?
NAPTIME is where I do most
of my writing. I usually have a
to-do list from the night before
and kind of put an outline of
sorts that I want to work on.
With poetry, for instance, I
just down a prompt, or a small
little sentence that I want to
expand on. And when the toddler is down for two hours, I
get to work. I also work a little at night, but usually tire
out pretty easily. If I have all
of my prompts and/or outline
down, I’m better prepared to
actually work then just drifting off for a nap...which also
tends to happen.
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mama, I keep a schedule but
sometimes, children have
their own ideas and it helped
me settle into “I need to write
at this time” mode. I need
structure and a huge part of
blogging is the structuring.

Three years ago your first
novel was published. Please
tell us about “Love, defined”.
What is the back-story behind the book?
“Love, Defined” is a friendship
story more so than a faith and
love story. We all have friends
in our lives that at some point,
we’ve disagreed on their very
big decision and how we want
to “fix” their story for them.
It’s about making sure that
no matter what decisions our
friends make that are different from what we want...we
► What do you enjoy about still love and support them.
blogging?
We need more friendship stoI kept a blog for years and ries!
years because I wanted my
family from the Philippines to Back story: in 2004, I had
see what I’ve been up to all these amazing roommates
these years. It allows me to that were my childhood friends
connect to other like minded - much like how these 3 girls
people, or put in practice this in “Love, Defined”, were all
“deadline.” As a stay at home childhood friends. And one
►

“

When you approach something heavy as depression
and a diagnosis that you hope someone out there
reads your words and go, “that’s me and thank you
for writing it.”

summer, my best friend left to
go to her dream vacation in
Europe and came home with
a broken heart. I wrote “Love,
Defined” for her, specifically so she can get a “proper
ending.” I’m not giving out
a spoiler alerts, as the story
has since been changed and
evolved. But the basics were

still there: our friendship, the
bonds, the “romance” and it’s
almost like reading a diary
but in a book form. I get all
sorts of emotions and memories from that summer when I
reread “Love, Defined”.
► Your

second book - “Storm
of Hope: God, Preeclamp-

►
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It’s humbling to know that you’re a part of
something bigger and with a (grander) purpose.

sia, Depression and me”, is
a memoir told in journal entries and poetry at the core
of which are some very personal issues. Reviewers on
Amazon share that the book
is very much relatable, even
helpful, praising you for
bringing up important issues like preeclampsia and
depression. When you were
writing the book did you imagine that you work could
help others?
That’s always the hope, isn’t
it? When you approach something heavy as depression
and a diagnosis that you hope
someone out there reads your
words and go, “that’s me and
thank you for writing it.” I’m
a reader and I researched
preeclampsia and postpartum depression and post
traumatic stress disorder, to
some extent, and none of the
books I came across told the
story that I wanted to read. I

wanted to understand what I
was going through was “normal,” and that someone out
there “got” it. The journal entries were actual blog entries
I had written long ago (and
deleted after the book). I
stumbled upon writing poetry
a little later and it helped me
get through my depression.
I’m not 100 percent myself
and I don’t think I’ll ever be.
And that’s okay. In the end,
I wanted to read that story...
so I wrote it.
You have some of your
poems published in anthologies. Do you think publishing in anthologies is important and why?
I think it depends on what
your goals are. If you want
some form of exposure, or
if you didn’t want to write a
full poetry collection or even
a chapbook, but you wanted to be published, go for
►

it! Look up anthologies or lit
magazines and start submitting. I choose the anthologies carefully. For instance, I
love that “Please Hear what
I’m not Saying” Anthology
has profits going to a mental
health charity. It’s humbling
to know that you’re a part of
something bigger and with
a (grander) purpose. That’s
not to say that you should
only choose anthologies with
charitable purposes. Whatever your goal is, I think you
should go for it.

Heaven.” I’m still researching
and getting an outline started before I begin the writing
process.
I started a project called,
“The Token Asian writes” poetry collection last year and I
wanted to finish it this year,
but it’s now turned into different poetry collections and
I just submitted a chapbook
from a series that branched
off from these topics of racism, stereotypes, what being brown in America is like,
etc…..At some point, I want
to come back to the collection
► What projects are you cur- and finish but I’m loving the
rently working on?
little branched off topics and
Speaking of anthologies, I’ll probably just do a chapright? I was involved in a book series from all of them.
Christian fiction anthology
called, “Light leads to Love” Thank you, Leila!
and I wrote a novelette, “Letters to Lenora”. I enjoyed
►
You can contact Leila Tualla on:
working on that story so much
that I’m expanding Lenora’s
Blog
story into a novel. It’ll actually be her family’s story and
Twitter at @LeilaTualla
once I’m done with hers, I’ll
►
move on to her brother’s and
You can buy Leila’s books on
her dad’s. So a trilogy curAmazon
rently titled, since I change
my mind so often, “Letters to
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Poem by

Leila Tualla

Storm of Hope
Madness and Me
Storm.
Regret.
River.
Thunder.
This hurricane of depression,
Raining pellets on me.
Drowning.
Cleansing.
The sea of madness and me.
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“The Good, the Bad, the Ugly and the Beautiful”
The New Book of Frankie Writez Is on Amazon
In her new boutique poetry book
“Love: The Good, The Bad, The Ugly,
and The Beautiful” Frankie Writez
stages love as a western hero.
The poems are organized into four
sections, disclosing the bright and
dark side of love, the different
stages of a relationship and every
line is emotionally charged. Love

as a character is
depicted sometimes
as an invader,
sometimes as a
seductor, sometimes
as a weakness.
The Good is about falling in love
and full of poetic imagery, where
the lyrical persona smiles through
tears. The reader becomes a
witness of fragility and strength,
of bliss and pain. The Bad is
about disappointment and loss,
loneliness and suffering. The Ugly
is about disillusionment and is full
of questions sometimes disclosing
the ugly truth, but is also has a
promise of a healing and winning
back one’s dignity in the end. The
Beautiful is about recovery – of
self and of the capacity to love
again, a new chance for Love, a
possibility to write a new story with
a different ending.

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art,
“Chromatic Furball”

Buy Frankie’s books on
Amazon
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Katie Lewington’s “Here Comes the Sun”
Is Touchingly Wonderful and Funny

I love the concept of travel
poetry, and Katie Lewington
takes the reader on such an
amazing journey! The simple
things become special, and
everything viewed through
her eyes becomes touchingly
wonderful or funny. I just
love her blunt honesty.
Reading her work makes me
want to try writing poetry
again! Would make a great
gift for a friend.

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art,
“Stove Fire”

Reviewer

@EHBernardauthor
(author of historical fiction
novel “The Beauty Doctor”,
and the forthcoming
“Temptation Rag”)
Buy Katie Lewington’s books
on Amazon
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Nicholas Trandahl released his new poetry book
“Think of Me” in March 2018
Nicholas Trandahl presents a
stark and authentic work with his
newest collection, “Think of Me”.
Stories and observations rife
with melancholy, adventure, and
naturalism are displayed in the
simple and honest verse he’s
known for.
Through this sincere poetic style,
Trandahl informs us all, no matter
our background, that the ordinary
is actually quite extraordinary.

NIGHTTIME
IN QATAR
Nighttime in Qatar –
nerves were shot long ago.
Three fingers of rum
in a plastic cup –
I drop in a couple Vicodin
and take a pull.
When I walk later,
trying to get to my bed,
the desert and the night
slide away from me –
a hot blurry world.
My life is tilting - precariously.
There are no gods here –
only punishment
and solitude.
A death is written up there –
in the vastness of the stars
that I can’t see anymore.

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art,
“Sphinx Awakens

Buy Nicholas Trandahl’s
books on Amazon
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Adrian G. Hilder’s “Inheritance”, Part I of
“The General’s Legacy” Is a Wonderful Surprise
“Inheritance” is a wonderful
surprise, full of rich characters,
vivid descriptions, fast-moving
plot, good dialogue and a balance
of suspense, magic, romance,
determination, fear, loathing.
Hilder starts the book off 15 years
ago at the General’s climatic battle
to save the country of Valendro
from bloodthirsty neighbor
Nearhon and starts every chapter
with a synopsis of battles that the

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art,
“Jester”

General won over his long career.
Now the General is dead and
grandson Cory must pick up and
go on.
The plot is complex with plenty
of action, some romance and
leavened by orchestra concerts
and Council meetings. Again Hilder
balances the need for action with
the fact that action is most vivid
when it contrasts with the daily
routine. We are alongside Cory
and his brothers as they work with
their father, the King, to govern
Valendro during peacetime when
the biggest conflict is which city
should get the road upgrade first.
We are still with Cory when he
confronts the deadliest enemy.
I enjoyed “Inheritance” and look
forward to reading the second
book, “The Whiteland King”.
You can read my full review here:
MoreBooksThanTime
Reviewer More Books than Time
Buy Adrian’s books on Amazon
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Christina Strigas

Matured as a Poet
Christina Strigas is a writer and poet. She writes
romantic love poetry in a stream of consciousness
story-telling prose. Her influences are Sylvia Plath,
Anne Sexton, Mary Oliver, the Romantics, to name
a few poets.
Interview with @GalyaVarna

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art,
“Behind the Curtain”
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Christina Strigas holds a BA in
English Literature from Concordia University. She writes
on social media, Instagram
poetry, Twitter poetry, Tumblr and on her blog. She also
writes for Muse It Up Publishing; who published her
novel, “Crush”: a paranormal
romance novel. “The Wanting” is her second romance/
erotic novel published by MuseItUp Publishing. She is

also working on her fourth
poetry book to be released in
2018.
You read poems from
your book “Love and Vodka” on Friday nights and
post them on Twitter. Tell
us please about the reactions of your Twitter followers to those videos.
I recently decided to do spoken poetry on Twitter and
►

►
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Instagram so that my followers can have an understanding of my poems. My followers seem to like watching me
read my own poems. I get
messages and comments of
appreciation for sharing. I did
it once and then I thought it
would be cool to do it every
Friday night. Now, my followers look forward to my readings. I also post them up on
my YouTube channel.
► Have

you ever read your
poems live in front of an
audience and do you feel
people are more prone to
engage when listening to
the spoken word?
No, I have never read my
poems in front of a live audience. I have read excerpts
from my novels at book readings and signings. I have
done book signings for my
poetry books at bookstores, I
have been invited to various
spoken word poetry events
in the United States, but it
was impossible for me to attend due to work and obligations. I am going to Vancouver in May and doing a book
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signing at Indigo, but not a
reading. I hope to do one in
the future.
People or fans will engage
with you whether it is spoken
poetry or at a book signing.
I have followers who buy my
book and tell me how much
my poetry means to them. I
could not say what would be
more engaging, as I have not
done a spoken word event in
front of an audience.
I think people will engage if
they feel a connection to your
words, whether it is written
or spoken. The advantage of
spoken word is the audience
gets to hear the poet recite in
his or her own words, which
is a thrilling experience as a
fan. I love to go on YouTube
and listen to poets recite
their work, especially Plath
and Sexton. I even have
their poems downloaded on
my iTunes.
You have published 3
poetry books already.
How does each of them
differ for you?
My three poetry books differ
in that the first one, “Your

►

“

I think people will engage if they feel a connection
to your words, whether it is written or spoken.

Ink on My Soul”, is a chapbook. It is the first time I
ever published my work so
it is an introduction to my
narrative style of writing poetry. The poem “1973” from
this poetry book, has been
a huge success. The second
book, “In My Own Flood”,
has a few illustrations from
an artist friend of mine,
Kate Theodosiou, from Cyprus, who I met on Twitter.
She took a few of my poems and created beautiful

illustrations to accompany
the different sections of my
book. This is my first poetry
collection in a full book format. The poems in this book
are raw and human. They
touch all aspects of love and
loss, pain and relationships,
death and family. In the tradition of confessional poets,
this book has many poems
in that style. My third poetry book, “Love & Vodka”, is
my best-selling one. I have
been on the Canadian Poet-

►
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ry Best-seller list. This book
has been well received, and
touches all aspects of love
and relationship; it will make
you contemplate the magic
of connections, disconnections, rejection, love, drinking, pain, marriage, loneliness, honor and the perils
of living so many lifetimes
in one. I use stream of consciousness in all my poetry

“
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lished the first book in a trilogy based on the life of a
friend of mine from Montreal,
who is a spiritual medium
and an ex-model. The trilogy
is based on her life story; I
worked closely with her, interviewing her and asking her
precise questions about her
past and present. I accumulated all the information and
wrote her intricate, detailed

I prefer to work with a publisher than on my
own. I prefer having someone in control and
representing me, rather than doing it all alone
and having no one promote or help you.

books and delve deep into story in the first-person narmy psyche when I write.
rative. It is self-published and
available on Amazon. It was
► You have co-authored 2 not difficult to write because
novels. Please share with she explained to me all the
our readers your expe- moments in her life; and she
rience. What’s the best had written down her interthing about working on a views with specific clients…I
novel with another author put myself in her shoes and
and what’s the most diffi- wrote from her perspective.
cult thing?
She went through many hardAbout ten years ago, I pub- ships and spiritual moments

that changed her life. As a result, she healed many people
and touched many lives. I am
grateful to Zaharoula for trusting in me and opening up the
writer in me. The worst part
about this experience was
that I did not sign a contract
and I have not been in contact with her for years…I do
not know how many books
have been sold or how it has
been doing on Amazon.
Your novels “Crush”
and “The Wanting” were
published by MuseItUp
Publishing. Tell us please
about your experience
working with a publisher.
My experience with MuseItUp
Publishing has been a positive one. I sent out my first
manuscript “Crush” to many
publishers. At the time, three
accepted. I chose MuseItUp
because it is a well-established eBook publishing company and eBook store. I am
very happy with Lea Schizas,
the publisher and editor of the
company. She worked closely
with me to edit both my books
and made my second book,
►

The Wanting, available as
paperback as well. The positive part of having your books
published and edited by a
company is they have their
own cover artists, book formatting, editing services and
distribution. I prefer to work
with a publisher than on my
own. I prefer having someone in control and representing me, rather than doing it
all alone and having no one
promote or help you. It is difficult to self-publish and promote yourself. When you have
a publishing company behind
you, you feel as if you have
some support in the publishing world. I am so grateful to
Lea Schizas and her company,
which coincidentally, happens
to be located in Montreal, my
hometown.
► What are you working on

at the moment, Christina?
At the moment, I am working
on my fourth poetry collection, “Love & Metaxa”. It is in
the editing stages now. This is
the first time I have ever had
an editor work on my poems.
In my other poetry books, I

►
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edited my own work, but in
this poetry book, I wanted
to polish the poems up with
the help of my friend, Alexander Meehan, who is a brilliant
editor and poet. I think this
collection will be one of my
best. I feel I have matured
as a poet; these poems are
some of my best I have ever
written. In addition, my editor, Alexandra Meehan, has
been pushing me to bring out
the “Bukowski” and “Sexton”
in me. The process of editing
the poems has made me reflect and add new ones to the
collection. Initially, it was going to be a chapbook, to be
the first book published by a
friend of mine’s company in
Chicago, but I opted to not go

►

with the company and to redo
the editing. I felt the editing
they did was not fit for my
style of writing, so I started
completely over with Meehan.
As a result, I expanded and
added more poems to make
it a full collection. There are
no illustrations in this book,
no frills. I am going to send it
out to a few publishing companies in the next couple of
months. “Love & Metaxa”, is
a poetry book about, love,
death, life, sex, romance,
alcohol and the essence of
Metaxa, a Greek spirit liquor
and my personal connection
with it and with love.
Christina, thank you for
the interview!

You can find Christina on:

Poems by

Christina Strigas

It Evaporates
You never lose a word from under the sheets
it can evaporate into desire within lightbulbs
of dark fiction. You tend to write about them,
blue octagons of your nightmares, the
lined frames of wisdom you neglected
to admonish. All these poets, they
love to see you crawl through utopian
skies. They love to see you die
a poetic death, make sure theirs
becomes immortal while your vampire
stories die under golden
Greek suns. I have unimpressed you
with bath time fun
you stopped playing mindless games
showed me your grey hair.
I can still cross my legs
be a drunken listener.

Her blog
Twitter @christinastriga
Facebook
►
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Sanity Chased Away
Rain clouds have stories you’ve been
waiting to hear
melodies you’ve only heard in your
dreams
for without chances and change
we can be a living corpse.
Even the truth can’t change your
feelings.
Sometimes you have to go under
for a fresh breath of air.
It’s not me, it’s you.
All these years, I believed in the
wrong expressions.
That’s why I hate adages;
I can never understand them
I have to think too hard
analyze words in ways my mind
cannot grasp
about the English language
when I’m more comfortable in Greek
under the earth with my father.
I want to be here
writing in my kitchen
alone.
No one talk to me,
no one break my zone of silence.
I’m bonding with words now.
74

My one true connection.

advertising

You get me high on you
I will not turn away from you.
I will not ever see you again
this, I understand.
But words will always be there for me
to write to you how I feel safe

supports

BIANCA’S editing SERVICES
for Indie Poets and Writers
As a Poetry Author of 4 books,
I know how important it is to have
my work proofread and edited before
I commit it to print or e-publication.
As a reader and reviewer of Indie
Poetry Books, I also see many
mistakes. Which is why I’m offering
this editing service.

even without your whispers and
voice.

Work with me
Perhaps you have finished a poetry

manuscript and require a professional
proofreading and editorial service to
improve and strengthen your existing
work. Or, perhaps you have amassed
a collection of poems, but need
guidance to collate them into a cohesive collection.

Whatever your editing needs, I can help you.

***
I could transform into
so many beings
you would think
I haunted your mind.
***
i stand still
to see who moves
toward my light.
i run fast
to feel your dreams
embrace my emptiness.
no.

For details visit

www.we-art-friends.com/editing-service/

Promote your books,
your art or other services
in our magazine

D O ORWAY

to art

Contact for details at
weartfriends@yahoo.com
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All the Tomorrows
by Nillu Nasser

Where to begin reviewing a book as
near perfect as All the Tomorrows
by Nillu Nasser? Given this is literary
fiction, which is character rather than
plot driven, perhaps one should start
there, with Jaya, the protagonist,
and her husband, Akash, who love
each other, but don’t really know how
much until several decades after a
tragic incident. Not really giving his
love for Jaya a chance to grow in their
relatively new marriage, Akash is
unfaithful to Jaya with the happy-golucky, liberated Soraya who doesn’t
know he is married. When Jaya finds
them together, she is devastated,
and in an almost zombie state while
cooking, does the unthinkable. She
survives, saved by her sister Ruhi,
and not by Akash who witnesses the
horrible incident. When Akash is told
by Jaya’s father that Jaya has died
and he is never to set foot in their
home again, Akash is plunged into
a pit of despair, unable to forgive
himself for the pain his indiscretion
has caused.
76

daring to challenge the customary
role of women in her culture i.e.
acceptance of their subservience
to men. Her own mother is a thorn
in her side, blaming Jaya for her
husband’s unfaithfulness and ever
reminding her that this is just the
way it is for Indian women. Bit
by bit, readers cheer for Jaya as
she rejects her mother’s views
and the limitations of her cultural
upbringing.

During the subsequent years,
Akash lives as a bum on the streets
of Bombay, his only companion a
homeless man, Tariq, who teaches
Akash what love truly means. In
the meantime, with the help of
Ruhi, Jaya slowly recovers both
mentally and physically. Trying as
she might to forget Akash and the
love she had for him, she finds
her strength in being a woman

But Jaya and Akash aren’t the only
characters in this wonderful story
who capture readers’ hearts. There
is Ruhi, the loving sister, who won’t
let Jaya give up on herself and life.
There is Firoz, who mentors Jaya’s
talented artwork. There is Soraya,
who surfaces again later in the
story, and to readers’ delight and
surprise emerges as yet another
marvellous example of just how
strong women are. There’s the
female policewoman who sees
what her male counterparts don’t.
Her insight into humanity saves
Akash from prison. And then there’s
Tariq, Akash’s homeless bum
companion; he is unforgettable.

All the Tomorrows is rich in
engaging, realistic characters who
grab readers’ hearts and minds
and don’t let them go till all the
story is told. And what a story it
is! Yet, make no mistake: while All
the Tomorrows is character driven,
those who enjoy a good plot will
not be disappointed. There are
enough twists to keep plot-lovers
reading. But without doubt, what
holds readers most are Nillu
Nasser’s characters. This is superb
writing in for a first novel from a
very gifted author. Congratulations
to Nillu Nasser and to Evolved
Publishing for recognizing her
talent. Personally, I hope I get to
be amongst the first to read her
next novel, Hidden Colours, when
it’s released. Bravo!

Reviewed by Viga Boland for
Readers’ Favorite
Buy Nillu Nasser’s book on
Amazon
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Joseph Pinto

Readers Are the Best
Investment
Joseph A. Pinto is the author of three published books
- the poetry collection “A Distilled Spirit” (2018), the
poignant novella “Dusk and Summer” (2014) and the
horror novel “Flowers for Evelene” (2005) - as well numerous dark fiction tales; his unique voice has been
showcased in a multitude of anthologies and magazines as well as individually published short stories.
Interview with @GalyaVarna

Joseph, you have published 4 works on Amazon – a novella (‘Dusk and
Summer’), a horror novel
(‘Flowers for Evelene’), a
dark fiction short-story
(‘Memorial’) and your latest – a poetry book (‘A Distilled Spirit: pained prose
►

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art,
Shard Stack
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from a bar’). What do you
like about each genre? How
does your writing process
differ with each genre?
What I enjoy most about each
genre is the ability to connect
them with a common thread
– darkness. That’s my call-

►
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What I enjoy most about each genre is the
ability to connect them with a common thread
– darkness.
ing card, and I’m confident in
my ability to not only share
it with my reading audience
but allow them to feel it and
make it a tangible presence.
I discovered it while crafting
‘‘Flowers for Evelene’, the
first full length piece of fiction
I ever wrote. It allowed me
to believe that I could succeed as a writer. ‘Flowers
for Evelene’, as my initial
novel, is admittedly rough
around the edges and perhaps someday I’ll go back
and revisit it with changes,
but at the same time, it allows me to track the evolution of my voice and style,
which I believe is important
for any writer.
Honestly, my writing process
does not differ from genre to
genre at all. I sit, grab onto
the image playing through my
mind and run with it. I tend
to be a very emotive writer, so
often it’s not an idea that I’m
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writing to but rather a mood.
I was very impressed
that your novella ‘Dusk
and Summer’ has a lot of
reviews on Amazon and all
of them are 5 star reviews.
Do you get to communicate a lot with your fans?
Thank you very much. I do
communicate with fans and
readers often. That connection is integral for me. But
‘Dusk and Summer’ is especially important because I
wrote it in tribute to my father
who passed away after his
fight with pancreatic cancer.
Many people reached out after reading ‘Dusk and Summer’ to say how it touched
them. They understood they
weren’t alone as they witnessed a loved one suffer
through a terminal illness. A
book I wrote to honor my father in turn became so helpful
for others, and it’s humbling.
►

Every author needs feedback. What’s the most constructive piece of feedback
you have ever received?
The most constructive piece of
feedback I have ever received
has been not to assume the
reader knows what I’m implying while writing my dark fiction. Poetry is different in that
aspect because it’s so personal
and can take many interpretations. While with dark fiction
I might want to be obscure in
spots to create an air of suspense and dread, I still need
to make my intent clear with
readers.
►

What is your personal
motivation behind using no
capital letters and scarce
punctuation in poems? I’ve
always wanted to ask this
question – ever since e e
cummings.
My personal motivation is
simple - I want all letters to
carry the same weight as the
one before; everything should
be uniform, crisp and tight. I
want the emotion to grab you
from off the page, not necessarily a particular structure or
►

►
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The most constructive piece of feedback I have
ever received has been not to assume the reader
knows what I’m implying while writing
format. As far as punctuation goes, I do love my semicolons! I suppose a poetry
purist will disagree with my
opinion, but with all dues respect, I don’t write for them.
How do you advertise
your work?
I advertise my work by being
myself on social media outlets
such as Instagram, Twitter
and Facebook. By that I mean
I want readers sold on my
personality (and of course by
►

►

You can find Joseph Pinto at his:
His blog
Twitter @JosephAPinto
Instagram
Facebook

►
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You can buy Joe’s books on Amazon

Poems by

Joe’s book “‘A Distilled Spirit:

pained prose from a bar.’

reading the free prose I share)
before they consider purchasing my work. Advertising is
such a slippery slope to begin with anyway. I believe the
most important investment is
my connection with readers.
They should feel like I wrote a
particular piece just for them.

‘believe what you hear’

‘the master craftsman’

i know you heard that
i’m the resident poet
you probably think my life

she crafts three masks
deaf dumb blind
with a clumsy hand

has been full of heartache
missed opportunity
the occasional well-intentioned
abuse of alcohol

that only speaks more decisively
for lack of authenticity.

Are you working on a
new book? Could you tell
us more about it?
I currently have enough poetry
for 4 more books. I have written poetry for years and kept
that side of me hidden away,
but not anymore! I have one
horror novel finished but in
need of a rewrite as well editing, and yet another horror
novel that is half complete. If
only I had more time in my
days…

you’re right.

►

‘parapraxis’
i misheard you when you
misspoke
a rare moment of clarity
that made the world seem right
you knew i was a sucker for lies
an addict to false idols.

i try to advise her
but she cannot hear
just like my reasoning is beyond her.
before her sightless eyes
i have passed the truth
countless times;
she is a sad example
of love gone wrong
but it hasn’t stopped me
from molding a face all my own.

Thank you very much for
the interview, Joe!
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‘boy on strings’
my last january breath rose in a plume to the sky
and left me wondering if this would be how
my soul would one day escape me.
wispy vapored, twanged by fingers of northeast wind,
i suppose i will always be a puppet but the excuse
of it will be much warmer tomorrow keeps me
from cutting the fishing wire.
i love the dangling, but if you should ask me i
will vehemently deny it, blow frozen curses into your
face then request that you reposition me.
a light snow falls; february knocks and soon all trace
of my existence will vanish from the air. still, i will
always dangle here, waiting for your hand to guide me.

‘wings and a prayer’
i finish my hot wings
go to the bathroom
wet my hands;
there’s no soap.
like so much else in my life
i start clean only to be left
a mess.
84

i return to my seat
drink my scotch
with dirty fingers
wishing i had the just right
amount of towels
to wipe my slate clean.

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art,
“Neuron Knot”
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Devika Fernando’s
‘When I See Your Face’
Is a Must Read for
All Who Believe in Love!

There are some books which evoke
a sense of nostalgia, passion and
love, of raindrops and balmy
breezes, of light predicaments
and romantic trysts! ‘When I See
Your Face’ is one of those. It is
the story of Cathy, who resolves
to start life over, “without a
husband who didn’t love her and
whom she had grown to fear and
avoid, if not hate.” Mark is the
scheming charmer who treats her
like a possession, and thinks it is
his right to abuse her, whenever
he is drunk.
She falls in love with the
picturesque little village that
gives her sanctuary, as also with
the intrepid Mrs. Grindle, who is
like a ray of sunshine, wanting to

86

mother and feed the young girl
who has suffered so much.
When she meets a stranger,
Michael, who is the spitting
image of her husband, Mark,
her heart skips a beat in panic.
The story twists and turns in
most interesting ways, keeping
the reader wondering as Cathy
tries to come to terms with new

relationships, which make her
feel happy and secure. She
concentrates on her own talents,
so that she can make a living,
all the while overwhelmed by
feelings she has never felt before.
One evocative line talks of how
“hope was starting to grow inside
her, a timid, light green shoot
reaching a slim arm out of the
soil and into the sunlight”.

and easy to read. There is an
innocence in the narrative that
tugs at one’s heartstrings, and an
old world charm that is missing in
most modern booksw. It is also
a story of progression, as Cathy
grows stronger as a person,
losing her vulnerability and low
self esteem, as she finds herself
able to live an independent and
fulfilling life.

What happens when Mark and
Michael come face to face? What
are the conflicts that have marred
Michael’s past, and threaten
to undermine his present as
well? Has Cathy made an error
in judgment all over again?
Numerous questions tickle the
mind of the readers, as events
meander by.

The cover of the book exemplifies
the serenity and the deep
love within the hearts of the
characters. If you love romance,
do read ‘When I see your Face’!
If you enjoy a twist in your tale,
stretch your hand out and pick
this book up! And finally, if you
want to read something that
makes you feel warm and happy
inside, this is definitely the book
for you!

Devika has a real flair for choosing
the right words and phrases to
embellish the romance in her
story. Never ever is there a
moment when the reader feels
disappointed in her style, for it
remains consistently beautiful

Review @deepsmenon_7
Buy Devika Fernando’s books
on Amazon
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Nicholas Adams Avenging
Angels (The Seraphim
Chronicles)

Firstly, if you have read and
enjoyed anything akin to The
Time Trilogy (the “Wrinkle
in Time” series) and/or The
Space Trilogy (a C.S. Lewis
series), and if you love
symbolism among character
names, the mixture of science/
religion/mythology - give this
story a go! (Or if you like
Asimov...!)
In the spirit of an Nicholas
Adams review, I’ll say what I
liked and then didn’t-so-much.
The story has it all - the fairy88

writer who can craft a female
character just so. You still
want to be her, even though
she’s not “perfectly perfect”
- tough, but not too tough...
and I can’t express myself any
better than that right now.
I also like that the story moves
along - nice little cliffhangers
to end chapters (fun!) - and
the story still moves along
nicely even when it takes your
(or, at least my) brain a bit to
build the technical picture of
the setting/equipment/process
being described. So even a
non-gamer or non-techie can
“get it”. The writing is strong.
And it flows.
tale element, the drama, the
quest, the twists & turns,
appropriate comedic relief,
and bits of the darker parts of
thrills. The female protagonist
is not overly-done-tough or
unrealistically perfect, and
I can appreciate any male

What I didn’t like...
Hard to say, because it was
a fantastic read - and I don’t
want to disclose spoilers; and,
although I am someone who
really likes a lot of backstory,
I know plenty of people who
don’t. I would have liked a

little bit more on the history
leading up to the presence
of the current timeline in the
book. Maybe my brain just
had to adjust a little to get
the hierarchy of the world
down. And what was going on
outside *this* world?
So, I could have used just a
little bit more exposition and
maybe a little more meat to
the motive of the “bad guys”.
Or maybe I rushed over what
I think might have been
missing because I was rushing
along with the story to get to
that ending... ;)

Reviewer
Rachel Danielle Schiavone
Buy Nicholas Adams’s book on
Amazon
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Paul Petersen

My Way Is Fairly Unique
Paul Petersen is a digital artist who is fascinated
by geometric patterns like those found in geodesic
domes. He experiments with 3D models of polyhedral spheres and uses their internal mathematical
rhythms to make images.
Interview with @GalyaVarna
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He has “conversations” with
them, asking “questions” they
have never been asked, and
coaxing out replies that are
captured with a camera. Paul
harnesses the “intelligence”
these spheres possess, to create new and innovative artwork.
Paul studied drawing and
painting at UCLA with William
Brice, earning a Bachelor of
Fine Arts degree. He did post
graduate study at the Art Cent-

er College of Design. He’s had
careers as an art director, watercolorist, and medical illustrator. His technical proficiency
in computer graphics put him
in a position to explore, for the
past few years, a new area of
abstract geometric image creation he calls “Spherical Art”.
► Paul,

although digital art
is not entirely a new phenomenon, most people still
have a vague idea about

Paul Petersen, Spherical Art,
“Walk Further”

it. I am sure our readers
would love to know how
you create your wonderful
digital artworks. Please
tell us a little about the
process.

There are many ways to create digital art, but my way
is fairly unique. I use “3D
spheres” to help me create
my images. Here’s what I
mean: I first create a poly- ►
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manipulate all of those facets
equally, the patterns persist,
and give these images a sense
of order and intelligence. Take
a look at the visual I created
to help explain this technique:
(Chart image on the left)
► Do

you sell your artworks
and where can people find
more information about
your art?
Yes, my original artwork is for
sale at Saatchi Art online as
One of One Limited Editions.
I also sell Open Edition prints
at my Big Cartel store
My website and blog is
sphericalart.com, and I am
on Twitter, as @spherical_
art, and on Instagram and
Steemit as @sphericalart

Paul Petersen, Spherical Art, “Poor Richard”

hedral sphere in my 3d program, then put a camera and
lights inside it, and then look
for an interesting image.
Sometimes I pinch, twist, or
turn these spheres insideout to find and capture un92

expected scenes. I can also
replace the sphere’s facets
with other 3D objects which
then inherit the sphere’s geometric pattern. After I render
the image, I do some color
adjustments in Photoshop,

to get it more to my liking.
Often, I will take a completed
composition and re-create it
as a digital painting that has
the look and feel of a watercolor on rough paper.
The geometric spheres I use
are made up of facets that
share mathematical position
patterns, and as long as I

What do you love most
about the spherical art
process?
The feeling of surprise and
discovery! There are so many
variables I can change with
this technique, so the results
are unpredictable. I never
know in advance what will
emerge. There is a sense of
surprise and discovery in this
►

►
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I was inspired to try this technique as well.
After pursuing it for three years, I’ve discovered
so many additional techniques and processes.
process that keeps me coming
back for more.
When I find something interesting to capture, a part of me
comes through with the geometry, in the same way that
recognizing something in a
Rorschach test ink blot reveals
a part of one’s psychology. My
technique is like creating a
world full of Rorschach tests,

and then wandering about interpreting them. Which, when
you think about it, is actually
the kind of world we live in!
Another thing I love about it
is the speed of creation. I do
one or two images each day.
► How

did you arrive at this
technique?
I saw a tutorial demonstration

Paul Petersen, Spherical Art, “Pierced”

Paul Petersen, Spherical Art, “Facade”

by Bradley G Munkowitz
Gmunk (also known Gmunk)
on lynda.com in 2014. His
tutorial is still there. He
was using this technique of
placing a camera inside of
a 3D sphere to make some
amazing visuals. I was
94

inspired to try this technique
as well. After pursuing it for
three years, I’ve discovered so
many additional techniques
and processes. I know it may
seem unlikely, but the image
making possibilities seem
►
endless to me.
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dren, and she read stories
to all of us gathered around
her at bedtime. She was a
dramatic and vivid reader
of nursery rhymes. We had
heard them many times,
but they always came alive
in the present moment with
her voice. She planted the
seed of “magical thinking”
in our minds. I loved the illustrations in the books from
which she read, as well.
So when I create a strange
or interesting image, my
mind tries to the find the
story that makes sense of it.
I like the power of meter and
rhyming, and I’m drawn to
the limerick style, because it
forces me to be brief and to
the point in a strict format. I
also like haiku.
The art is a catalyst to jump
start both serious and playful themes that exist in my
subconscious.

Paul Petersen, Spherical Art, “Obsolescence”

With some of your digital paintings on www.steemit.com/@sphericalart, you
have also added short poems. Could you please tell us
more about this part of the
process? Are the poems inspired by the images or are
►
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the images inspired by the
poems?
For me, the image comes
first. I’m more artist than
poet, and I haven’t been writing as long. I think my creative inspiration started with
my mother. She had nine chil-

Paul Petersen, Spherical
Art, “Tint Mingling”,
“Sunset in the Polyhedrons”, “Poseidon”,
“Windy Dawn”.

What are you working on
at the moment?
Islamic architectural patterns
fascinate me, and I have
started to incorporate them
►
into some of my works.
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Paul Petersen, Spherical Art, “Kelp”

►

You can contact Paul on:
His blog
Twitter @spherical_art
Instagram

►

You can find Paul’s artwork on
https://www.saatchiart.com/paulpetersen
http://sphericalart.bigcartel.com
https://steemit.com/@sphericalart
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I’m also exploring scenes
that appear to be chaos,
but upon closer inspection,
actually have a kind of order. I can push the facets
of the spheres to a point
where the geometric patterns are almost imperceptible. I think in many areas
of life, what appears to be
chaos to us, is simply order
that we don’t recognize.
And I have begun to use
my technique with video, or
motion graphics. I want to
see these patterns change
and evolve over time.
In much of this interview
I have focused on explaining technique, but it’s the
finished image that lives or
dies on it’s own merit, regardless of how it was created. When I work, that is
all that concerns me. Not
how I am doing it, but how
the finished image resonates with a deeper part
of me.

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art,
“Spideresque”

Thank you for sharing
your thoughts and your
artwork with us, Paul!
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The Burgas Affair
by Ellis Shuman

The Burgas Affair by Ellis Shuman is
a novel based on the 2012 bombing
of a bus at Burgas airport which
resulted in the deaths of 5 Israelis
and 1 Bulgarian. The case was never
categorically solved and Shuman uses
this lack of certainty to create his own
version of the event and the ensuing
investigation.
The novel is set in both Bulgaria and
Israel and, for me, one of the great
strengths of the story is the way
Shuman brings these places alive for
the reader. In particular, Bulgaria is
presented as a richly vibrant country
with a varied landscape that includes
The Black Sea, city life, rural villages
and almost primal forest areas.
Shuman uses a long train journey
to great effect in order to showcase
the diversity of people, ranging from
urbanites to peasants and Gypsies.
There are also constant reminders of
Bulgaria’s Communist past.
Shuman uses 3rd person narrative
to tell his story and one of his
main characters is Detective Boyko
Stanchev, a complicated individual
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who finds himself partnered with
Ayala Navon, an analyst with the
Israeli intelligence team who have
been sent to seek justice for their dead
countrymen. Immediately the reader
is introduced to a clash of cultures
as the Bulgarian team adopt an oldfashioned style of policing with little
sense of urgency while the Israelis
are a high-tech force used to dealing
with bombs and terrorism.
The idea of how the past impinges
on the present is a major theme in
Shuman’s novel as there are constant
reminders both in the physical
landscape and the plot. The narrative
shifts from 2012 to 2001 when Boyko’s
past begins to catch up with him.
We see him as an ambitious young

policeman with a determination to
get on at any cost. His ambition drives
him to commit an immoral and illegal
act and this eventually returns to
haunt him. Thus his past collides with
the bombing investigation causing
lots of dramatic diversions within the
storyline and putting not only his own
life but also Ayala’s in jeopardy.
Likewise with Ayala, her arrival in
Bulgaria is personally significant
because her father was born there
and she feels it is part of her heritage.
Initially, Ayala seems quite cold and
distant but using flashbacks Shuman
shows us how she has been shaped
by her past. The novel conveys the
horror of what it must be like to live
in a war zone where bombs are the
norm, especially for a child. Ayala is
anxious and as a teenager developed
an obsession with suicide bombers,
a subject that ironically will impact
on her family greatly. Ayala is driven
by her past to find those guilty for
the bombing and her intensity is the
perfect foil for the more unprofessional
Boyko.
Shuman does a great job of creating
a very unsympathetic character in
Boyko. He lives an empty life in a
one roomed apartment, drinking
and sleeping with prostitutes. He

describes himself as a “virile Bulgarian
man,” but seemed to me more of a
misogynist. He describes his ex-wife
in the most negative of terms – “the
dowdy wife” – and seems to have no
self-awareness at all. He’s surprised
to find himself attracted to Ayala, “the
female interloper,” and her coolness
towards him seems to intensify his
feelings. I found myself willing Ayala
not to succumb to his less than
appealing charms.
The Burgas Affair is a very readable
novel; Shuman is clearly a talented
writer and engages the reader early
on, conveying the horror and mystery
surrounding the bombing. He weaves
a complex story all the while exerting
complete control over it. Boyko’s past
and the investigation dance around
each other until they collide in an
explosive finale. There is crime, thrills,
a hint of romance and corruption to
keep the reader enthralled.
If you enjoy a story with lots going
on then you’ll like this one. The action
is relentless, spilling across Bulgaria
and Israel to great effect.
Reviewer @LindleyE
Buy Ellis Shuman’s books on
Amazon
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BIANCA’S editing SERVICES
for Indie Poets and Writers
As a Poetry Author of 4 books,
I know how important it is to have
my work proofread and edited before
I commit it to print or e-publication.
As a reader and reviewer of Indie
Poetry Books, I also see many
mistakes. Which is why I’m offering
this editing service.

Work with me
Perhaps you have finished a poetry

Paul Petersen,
Spherical Art,
“Cubicles”

manuscript and require a professional
proofreading and editorial service to
improve and strengthen your existing
work. Or, perhaps you have amassed
a collection of poems, but need
guidance to collate them into a cohesive collection.

Whatever your editing needs, I can help you.

For details visit
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www.we-art-friends.com/editing-service/
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PRIZES
our

INTERNATIONAL

2018 POETRY TOURNAMENT
is open now
till

21st May 2018

1st Prize

1. Included in WeArtFriends anthology with 20 poems+ winner
paperback copy + winner Kindle copy
2. Author featured and poem published in the Doorway to Art
magazine
3. A designated section on WeArtFriends for the author
and 3 months advertising

2nd Prize

1. Included in WeArtFriends anthology with 10 poems + winner
Kindle copy
2. A designated section on WeArtFriends for the author
and 2 months advertising

3rd Prize

1. Included in WeArtFriends anthology with 5 poems
2. A designated section on WeArtFriends for the author
and 1 month advertising
Runners up will be included in the WeArtFriends anthology.
All included in the anthology will get a pdf.
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Entry Fee
If you submit from 1 - 5 poems – 5 $ per poem
If you submit from 6-10 poems – 3 $ per poem
If you submit from 11 & more poems - 2 $ per poem
Results will be announced on 19th July 2018

Jury Members
Bianca Bowers
Isabelle Kenyon
Frankie Writez
Nicholas Trandah
Eden Sleepwalker
Galya Varna

The online magazine
Doorway to Art
will come out
every two months.
We are open
to submissions
for the May—Jun 2018 issue.
If you would like us
to review
your poetry book,
novel or
collection of short stories
visit our website
www.we-art-friends.com,

For further details
on the WeArtFriends
2018 POETRY TOURNAMENT
Rules, Eligibility Criteria, T & C, etc.
visit our website

join our mailing list
and
contact us at
www.we-art-friends.com,

or on
Twitter: @WeArtFriends

www.we-art-friends.com,

join our mailing list
and stay tuned!
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